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HEAD-TAIL INSTABILITY INDUCED BY A MATCHED KICKER
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The head-tail instability of a bunched beam induced by a matched kicker magnet is exatnined experimentally and
theoretically. A new theoretical approach to the instability with the use of a free-string model of the bunched beam
and an appropriate analysis of the transient process of the induced current in the magnet allows us to develop a
theory that gives quantitative agreement with the experimental results and agrees with the Pellegrini-Sands formula
for the growth rate with small chromaticity.

where a := 1.01 X 10- 7
, b := 1.60 X 10- 9

, and
x is the horizontal position of the beam current.
The linear dependence of M on x, which is due
to the C structure of the magnet, is responsible
for the instability. The induced current becomes
large when the betatron oscillation frequency of
the beam meets the resonance frequency of the
unmatched magent. The damping time of the in
duced current is comparable to the revolution

is induced by the interaction of the beam with a
ferrite-loaded kicker magnet. 9 In the ordinary
operation the magnet is terminated with a matched
resistance. The instability grows more rapidly
when the resistance is removed. In a previous
paper lO we have successfully made a theoretical
description of the instability induced by the un
matched kicker magnet with the use of a free
string model of the bunched beam and on the
basis of a detailed analysis of the induced current
in the magnet. In this paper we examine the inst
ability induced by a matched magnet. So far the
harmfulness of kicker magnets has been noticed
and the calculation and measurement have been
made, but no satisfactory explanation of the inst
ability. 6,11 A complicated theory of the instability
induced by some matched surroundings was
given by Derbenev et al. 12

Characteristic features of the previous treat
ment are as follows. The interaction of the beam
with the magnet is represented by the mutual
inductance

INTRODUCTION

Coherent transverse instability of a bunched
beam was first treated by Courant and Sessler'
for a resistive-wall vacuum chamber. They con
sidered a bunch-to-bunch interaction with a pen
cil model of the bunched beam. Pellegrini2 and
Sands~ have succeeded in explaining the insta
bility by taking into account an intrabunch inter
action (the head-tail effect), which includes the
coupling between betatron and synchrotron os
cillations. Sacherer4 gave a general formula for
the instability and Gareyte and Sacherer5 ob
served the dynamic motion of the bunched beam
under the instability. According to the head-tail
theory the instability is not to be induced for zero
chromaticity of the machine. 'Ihis is successfully
applied to suppress the instability in many ac
celerators.

In spite of the excellent explanation of the inst
ability, however, the theory has not achieved a
quantitative agreelnent with experiments, espe
cially in regard to the growth rate of the insta
bility.2.3 One of the reasons is ascribed to the
complex calculation of the wake field induced by
the beam in surrounding environments, vacuum
chamber, rf cavity, pick-up electrode, and mag
net. Accordingly, almost all recent efforts have
been made for the investigation of the wake field
or equivalent coupling impedance of the envi
ronments. 6- 8

In the KEK booster, a SOO-MeV proton syn
chrotron, we have observed the coherent trans
verse instability in the horizontal direction. This
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M ::::: a - bx, (1-1)
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The measured travel time is approximately 50
nsec. Compared with the instability, we have the
revolution period T = 200 nsec and the bunch
length T = 80 nsec. Thus only the intra-bunch
interaction works.

where N( = 12) is the number of mesh points in
the magnet, and L( = 7.85 x 10-8H) and C( =
ISS x 10- J2F) are the inductance and capaci
tance per mesh respectively. Then the total
amount of the ring currents still remaining in the
magnet decreases linearly to zero in the travel
time. In other words, the average current which
remains in the magnet decreases as

in Fig. I. We neglect the reflection of the induced
current at the end of the long power cable. When
a step-up current passes through the gap of the
magnet, an equal ring current is induced almost
instantaneously and simultaneously in every
mesh of the network since the boundary condi
tion of the magnet is unconstrained. The electro
motive force is the same in every mesh; the band
width is large enough and the magnet is short.
The series of ring currents now begins to travel
in both directions with constant velocity. The
travel time through the magnet is given by

To = NYLC = 42 nsec, (2-1)

(2-2)
TO

At
for 0:::::; At:::::; To

otherwise
{O

l
IlJ(At} =

period, so that bunch-to-bunch interaction as
well as intra-bunch interaction were taken into
account with the use of Fourier expansion method.

In contrast, in the matched case the induced
current does not make any resonance in the
matched magnet but travels away quickly into
the termination. Hence the interaction works
only within a single bunch. It is important to un
derstand the transient process of the induced cur
rent.

We again use the free-string model of the
bunched beam. In this model the interaction of
betatron and synchrotron oscillation is expressed
explicitly by modulation of the betatron oscilla
tion phase. But it does not include the circulation
of the particles due to the synchrotron motion,
which is essential to the head-tail instability; the
increased amplitude of the tail particles is brought
to the head by the circulation. In order to over
come this defect of the model, we make a new
approach for the description of the instability; we
calculate the average increase of the betatron
oscillation amplitude over the string in one rev
olution period. When the growth rate of the inst
ability is slow enough compared with the syn
chrotron oscillation, we expect that the betatron
oscillation amplitude, being disturbed by the kick
of the induced current, is continuously averaged
by the circulation. Consequently, the current is
always induced by the normal distribution of the
betatron oscillation amplitude. The observed
build-up time is 3 to 5 msec, while the synchro
tron frequency is 3 to 10kHz.

In the following we give the transient process
of the induced current in Section 2. The free
string model is explained in Section 3, and the
theory of the instability with the new approach
is described. It is shown that in the limit of small
chromaticity the theory leads to the Pellegrini
Sands formula of the growth rate.2.3 Section 4
gives numerical results of the theory, which ex
plain very well the experimental results. Finally,
some discussions are given in Section 5 concern
ing the threshold of the instability.

2. TRANSIENT PROCESS OF INDUCED
CURRENT

The matched kicker magnet is equivalently rep
resented by an infinitely long LCR ladder net
work, a part of which is coupled with the beam
current through the mutual inductance as shown

,....------ - - -----,
I ,
I

l- R/2

C/2
I IL J

FIGURE I Equivalent circuit of a matched kicker magnet.
A symmetric picture of one mesh is shown in the bottom.
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FIGURE 2 Transient process of the induced currents and
the induced voltage which appears in the shaded capacities.

The above picture of the induced current was
confirmed by observing the induced voltage at
several capacitive electrodes of the magnet for
a step-up current passing in a wire through the
gap. At the instant when the ring currents are
induced, a voltage is induced only at the elec
trodes at the magnet ends, because electric
charge is stored there but not at the other elec
trodes. The ring currents travel in both direc
tions; the inner electrodes are charged in turn as
shown in Fig. 2. Hence the time dependence of

I

V(CI)
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V(C5)

V(C7)

V(C9)

V(CIl)

V(CI3)

FIGURE 4 Observed time dependence of the induced volt
age at the electrodes: a) the matched kicker magnet (100 nsecl
div), b) the equivalent circuit with L = 140 ILH, C = 0.057
ILF, and N = 12 (20 ILsec/div).
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the induced voltage at the several electrodes is
expected to be as shown in Fig. 3. Experimental
results are shown in Fig. 4(a), which is not clearly
the same, however, because of the slow rise of
the passing current. Figure 4(b) is the induced
voltage observed in an equivalent circuit made
of electric parts whose Land C are large enough
to give a relatively fast rise. This is close to Fig.
3.

3. THEORY OF THE HEAD-TAIL
INSTABILITY

V(C7) I Ir---~~ 1;
~, ....J,

I ,
, '1;0 I
K :>'

FIG URE 3 Expected time dependence of the induced volt
age at capacitive electrodes.

3.1 Free-String Model

In Ref. lOwe have explained the physical meaning
of the free-string model of a bunched beam. Here
we will make the model clearer by drawing the
dynamic motion of the string and indicate the
time variable that is seen by the magnet.
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.1p/p

FIG URE 5 Free string model of a bunched beam.

The betatron amplitude of the l-th particle in
a bunch is given by3.,0

W~'l;=O

FIG URE 6-a Dynamic motion of a bunched beam observed
at a given point in the ring.

bunch motions have been observed with more
modulation from oscillation modes and charge
distribution in the bunch. 5

.
9

.
10 In the kicker mag

net, the current is induced through the mutual
inductance. Therefore, the time variation of the
passing current determines the induced current.
So far as the intra-bunch interactions are con
cerned, T, should be taken as the time variable,
as can be seen from the figure.

Figure 6(b) shows the string of motion in a
system moving with the string or the betatron
motion itself. The broken lines indicate the string
motion seen at a given point in the ring. We see
that the betatron oscillation trajectory for W~T

= °is the only one, that is, every part of the
string follows the trajectory of the head, and that
the phase shift x (= Wc'T) from head to tail is the
phase difference of the betatron trajectories be
tween the head and tail.

3.2 Formalism of the Growth Rate

As described in Section I, the string model does
not explicitly present the circulation of the par-

where Z, is the oscillation amplitude, W~ the be
tatron frequency, We is the chromatic frequency,
and T, the time of arrival at a given point in the
ring. So far as the coherent motion of many par
ticles is concerned, x, and Z, can be regarded as
the average of many particles that arrive at the
same time T, at a given point (see Fig. 5). Then
we can neglect the synchrotron oscillation of T,(t)
but still keep the effect in the phase shift (w~ 
w~h,. Now we put t = kT -+- T" where k is an
integer and T the revolution period of the beam.
Then

I 'C I

~
----Q;; ,.

\ 7'
'-0"

I

I
?-. :"'"

I "

.' W~'l:=' n; ' ...

(3-2)

This expression was first given by Sacherer. 4

Figure 6(a) illustrates the dynamic motion of
the string expressed by Eq. (3-2) for WeT = 21T
and 0, where T is the bunch length. The solid line
indicates the string motion that will be observed
at a given point. The broken line indicates the
betatron motion of the head and tail. In fact these

~ D /t\ L:;\: "\J:\:J!: ""7 : "( 7t
I I I

! I J-.-- __-4 I

l ~-----. I ~-----.
--0---1 I

ws'C=O

FIG URE 6-b Betatron-oscillation trajectory of several parts
of a bunched beam. The dotted lines are the dynamic motion
observed at a given point.
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Hence

Y(5 1
21T, = (Am + LlAm)/Y2. (3-9)

Taking into account Eq. (3-6), we set (see Fig.
7)

A A 2X. ( . ( ,
I.U1.m = - - cos mW)Ts SIn Wl3t

WI3

for m = 0
(3-10)

+ W~T.,) Re [LlX.,] IT,.

for m i= 0

{

I
X.=

1/2

The quantity /lAm is the increase of the oscillation
amplitude per kick or per revolution. If
Re [Llx,] is proportional to Am, we have an ex
ponential increase of the amplitude because we
have

ticles due to the synchrotron motion; therefore,
without some assumptions the amplitude of the
tail would grow larger while that of the head re
mains small. We now consider the situation
where the growth rate of the oscillation amplitude
is slow compared with the synchrotron oscilla
tion. Then we expect that the particles redistri
bute in one revolution after the kick to take al
most the same amplitude Am (which is given
below) throughout the beam. Accordingly we
assume that the current is always induced by the
beam given by Eqs. (3-2) and (3-3), with Am in
dependent of TI'

Let us consider the betatron motion of the s
th part of the string in the phase space. Since T s
ranges over - T/2 :s T., :s T/2, the amplitude Zs
can be expressed by the summation of the normal
modes. For simplicity, we consider only one
term,

Z, = Amcos mW)Ts or Bmsin mWIT" (3-3)

where the integer m represents the mode number
and WI == 2'ITIT. For the present we consider the
cosine mode. Now define 50 in the phase space

dAm /lAm Q. A
dt' =T=t-'m m·

The growth rate is given by

(3-11)

(3-4)
2X. ( . ( ,13m = - -T cos mW)T s SIn Wl3t

WI3

where Re [x,] means the real part of x., and x.,
= dx)dt'. Because t' = kT in Eq. (3-4), we find + W~Ts) Re [Llxs/A m ] IT,. (3-11')

Taking the average over - T/2 :s T, :s T/2, we find

This is the basic formula of the instability and
indicates that in Eq. (3-11'), 13m is determined by
the phase relation among several terms. The

If the beam is kicked once by a small amount
Llx." then

{

AmlY2 for m i= 0
Y(50

2 1T< =

Ao for m = 0

5 1
2 = (Re[x,])2

+ (Re [(xs + LlX,)/wl3])2.

Therefore

(3-6)

(3-7)

FIG URE 7 Betatron-oscillation trajectories in the phase
space; one is before the kick and the other is after the kick.
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build-up time is defined by 1"~ == 1lr3m. Negative
r3m gives coherent damping of the betatron os
cillation.

3.3 Induced Current by Bunched Beam

Now we consider the current which is induced
in the magnet by the I-th part of the beam whose
horizontal position is given by Eqs. (3-2) and (3
3). Assume the following current distribution in
the bunch

. . WI 1", ( 2 I
i, == io cos -2- WI == "IT 1"). (3-12)

where

Dm ± == [1 + (810 m :±: )2] - 1/2

em:±: == arctan (810 m :±: ) (3-16' )

== {W~ ± (In ± 1/2)WI for the h-term
Om±

± (1f2)WI for the a-term

The factor 8( == RIL) depends strongly on the rel
evant frequency, which is now Om ± . The exper
imental value of R-is given in Appendix I. The
cutoff frequency of the network is about 90 MHz.

The beam current produces magnetic flux <p,
(== Mi,) within the one-turn coil of the magnet
and induces the secondary current. The induced
current at the n-th mesh follows the equation 1o

02(ln _1 + 111 + 1 - 2111 )

- 8in - i'l == - 4>tiL , (3-13)

3.4 Grolvth Rate of the Instability

The series of ring currents induced by the I-th
part travels away out of the magnet with the re
duction rate ~(~t). The ring currents still re
maining in the magnet produce magnetic field
vertically in the gap. The average field is given
by

where h is the gap height of the magnet. This
field exerts forces on the s-th part of the beam,
which arrives at the magnet later than the I-th
part. Taking into account the direction of the
force we find for the kick of the s-th part

where e is the electric charge, Is the magnet
length, mo the proton rest mass, 'Y the relativistic
energy and 1"sl == 1"s - 1"1. The summation 2:~<s
means the contribution of all the parts that pre
ceed the s-th part.

For the present we consider only the b term
of Eq. (3-16). Then

(3-18)
I. I<s

~i.~. == - ~ 2: B,(Tsl),
mo'Y ,

(3-15)

where 0 == I/(LC)1/2,8 == RIL and the time var
iable is 1", as explained previously. Since the mag
net length is short compared with the betatron
wave length and also with the bunch length, and
because of the matched boundary condition, the
same amount of ring current is induced in every
mesh at the instant when the I-th part passes
through the magnet. Hence Eq. (3-13) reduces to

in + 8in == 4>tlL. (3-14)

Combining Eqs. (1-1), (3-2), (3-3), and (3-12), we
find for the a and b terms of M

where O,n ± == w, ± (m ± 1/2)W I and 2: ± means
the sum over every combination of + and 
sign. Inserting these into Eq. (3-14), we find for
the induced current due to the I-th part of the
beam

(3-19)
I<s

.X 2: D m ±e/8 /1lJ... 2: ein/llJ...T/~(1"sl)'

± I

2:
aio -+-'S -+ -+-'( 12)I == -D - e 1

/Il- e- 1W \ T/

l ± 2L In

2: ., bio -+-'0' 'r" •- A e 1W13f -D - e 1 /Il- e1J.L/Il-T/

± In 4L m ,

(3-16)

The summation over I up to s is obtained by the
following integration,
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[_I {I - (I _~) e-iHlI1if"}
iilm :±: 1" To

+ il -+- (I - e-iHII1i-f")leiHII1i-T\
m-1"01"

where

{

1"S + 1"/2 for - T/2 :s; 1"s :::; 1"0 - T/2
t" ==

1"0 for To - 1"/2 :s; T s :s; T/2

We have derived a formula for the b-term of
M. The a-term contribution cancels in the many
turn average, because the induced current due
to the a-term does not include the factor eiw13f '
[see Eq. (3-16)]. Therefore sin(wf3t' + W~1"s) re
mains in the final form of f3m.

So far we have considered the cosine mode of
Eq. (3-3). The sin mode gives a similar result

~m (sin) == - 'AH L pDm :±: (G sin mWI1"s..
:±:

Now we are ready to calculate the growth rate
with the basic formula Eq. (3-11). First we note
that Llx.\. is proportional to Am as seen in Eq. (3
19). The real part of Llx.\. is given by

(3-24)

where p takes + and - signs.

Multiplying this by sin (wf3t' + W~1".\.), we find

3.5 Derivation of Pellegrini-Sands Forlnilla

Before performing a numerical calculation of the
growth rate, we consider a simplified case of the
preceeding discussion, and will derive the Pel
legrini-Sands formula of the head-tail instability
in the limit of small chromaticity.

Let us consider the cosine mode and go back
to Eqs. (3-19) and (3-11). Assume R == 0 or no
loss. Then Dm :±: == 1 and e/11:±: == o. Then

13m = 'A.H / L /~' cos mw,T, sin(wf3 t ' + W~T,)
\:±: 1

X cos(wf3t' + flll1 ± T/) ~(T'/) ) . (3-25)
T,\

The summation ± and many-turn average lead
to

(3-21')

Re [Llx.\.] ex cos (w f3 t' + ilm :±: 1"s + em:±: + <p).

(3-21)

The first term varies sinusoidally with time and
its time average cancels to zero, but the second
term remains. Hence we derive finally the for
mula of the growth rate

== 7.63 x 10 - 51V'Y1"

for No == 4.0 X lOll.

We have used the relation io == 1TeNo/21" for the
current distribution Eq. (3-12); No is the number
of particles in the bunch. The chromaticity de
pendence appears through G and <P defined in
Eq. (3-20), and this formula covers a wide range
of chromaticity.

(3-26)
where H is defined by

H - ~~ ~oblBNo
16 mo'Y hL V1"

(3-23)

WI - )
X cos 2 1"1 tV(Tsl)

T,\

This expresses straightforwardly the meaning of
each term. Hence for the sine mode we only need
to change cos(mwl1".\·) cos(mWI1"/) to sin(mwl1".\·)
sin(mwIT).

We further assume a constant current distri
bution (cos w I/2 1"1 ~ 1) and a sufficiently slow
decay ltfJ(Tsl) ~ 1], but no effect on the next turn.
Then summation over I in Eq. (3-26) gives

I<s

L sin w~(1"s - T/) cos lnWI1"1
1
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where S is the wake force per unit deviation di
vided by Ino)' and A == T/2. Comparing Eqs. (3
29) and (3-30) for 111 i=- 0 we expect to have the
relation

Therefore for negative w~( == ~/11 w~), where ~ is
the chromaticity 11 == a - 1/)'2 and a is the mo
mentum compaction factor, the mode m == 0 is
unstable and other modes are stable, and vice
versa for positive W~. These are very close to the
formula of the head-tail effect derived by Pelle
grini and Sands

4. NUMERICAL CALCULATION AND
COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTS

We calculate numerically the growth rate of the
instability with the formulas of Eqs. (3-22) and
(3-24), and will show that the results agree well
with the experiments, which are summarized as
follows: 9

1. Build up time is 3 to 5 nlsec,
2. Instability is induced around 13 to 20 msec

after injection of the beam,
3. Threshold beam intensity is approximately

No ~ 3 X lOll,

4. Only the mode In == 0 has been observed,
5. In spite of the instability, the horizontal

emittance of the extracted beam does not seem
to be increased,

6. Instability is suppressed by decreasing the
chromaticity close to zero and also by increasing
it by about the same amount,

7. Instability is suppressed by applying a small
amount of octupole correction field.

Items 3 and 7 are related to tune spread of the
betatron oscillation, which has not taken into
account in the above discussion.

For the numerical calculation of Eqs. (3-22)
and (3-24), we need numerical values of Dn1 ± and
em ±, which are given in Appendix I, and of T,
T, )', v, and ~ during the acceleration, which are
given in Ref. 10. We only note that ~ is positive
(~ 0.4) at first, decreases to zero at 20 msec after
the injection because of the saturation of the
magnetic field, and then goes negative and that
11 is negative, hence the chromatic frequency W~

changes sign from negative to positive at 20 msec.
Three identical kicker magnets are installed in
the ring, so that Bm of Eqs. (3-22) and (3-24)
should be multiplied by 3. The calculations are
made for No == 4 X lOll.

Figure 8 gives the numerical results of Bm for
cosine and sine modes, which explain items 1,
2,4, and 5. The Bo for cos-mode m == 0 becomes
maximum around 17 msec, and the buildup time
is T")' ~ 5 msec. The ~m for other modes are small.
The ~m for every mode becomes zero at 20 msec
when the chromaticity is zero; r30 decreas'es rap
idly after 18 msec and becomes large and nega
tive. This means that the amplitude coherently
increased by the instability dalnps coherently just
after the instability, resulting in no emittance
growth. Figure 9 is q( == ~V/11) dependence of Bm

(3-31)

o.

(3-30)

(3-27)

(3-29)

(3-28)

(In == 0)

2 NoSA ~

Bm == TI 2 -a- 4/11 2 - I'

HBo ~ - - WeT6 -

H
B'JI ~ -(2)J W~T (In i=- 0).

InTI -

- cos [(w, ± mwd ~ + W(r.,]}.

where ~T == {Btl' is the passing time of a part of
the beam through the magnet and f == evB with
B ~ J.1(b he/hLT. The right-hand side means ap
proximately the average force in one revolution,
which is in accord with the definition of S. The
results of numerical calculation of Eq. (3-28) or
more generally of Eq. (3-26) with some decay
function ~(Ts/) will be given in Appendix II.

where (4)* should be replaced by 1 for In

In the limit of W~T ~ I,

w~/T {(I')Bm == 2'AH )2 2 -2 *
(mwl - w~

By averaging over T.,.• we find
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FIGURE 8 Growth rate of the instability during accelera
tion.

for cos and sin mode at 16 msec after the injec
tion, which explains item 6. In the normal op
eration we have q = - 1.5 around 16 msec, which
is close to the point of maximum 130' Increase
and decrease of q give lower 130' Instability has
been observed only above a beam intensity No
= 3 X lO'l which gives a critical growth rate I3c
= 140 sec - I, shown with a broken line in Fig.
8 and Fig. 9. Hence the unstable region is 13 to
19 msec in Fig. 8 and q = -4.0 to -1.0 in Fig.
9. The growth rates for m *- 0 are all lower than
I3c. Relation between the critical rate and the tune
spread will be discussed in Section 5.

The effect of the magnet loss on the instability
is found to be negligible, because the growth rate
calculated for R = 0 is almost the same as the
previous ones. This is because the relevant fre
quency close to the instability is IOm ± I S 30
MHz for the mode m = 0, I, and 2. Therefor the
phase shift 8m ± is at most 15 degrees and Dm ±

= I as seen in Fig. A-2.
The traveling time or decay constant of the

induced current does not playa critical role for
the instability. Figure 10 shows 130 for various TO

calculated on the assumption that only intra
bunch interaction affects the motion. Then 130

o

-120

-60

120

240

__. ~c _

180
m=O

- cos-mode

-180 --- sin-mode

60

f!>m
(sec')

oj;;;r.iiO~~....,.,..---.~~--";~".,.....,~-~

480 <to.:l 000 nHc

-_~8n;-~---:4=n;-~-0~~--4"'lV~~-a'8lV;;::-~?C

m=O

cos-mode
sin-modI!

f!>m. (SI!C-')

180

-----~~-------
120

-IV.,
III-0en...

0
q

-360
FIGURE 9 Chromaticity dependence of the growth rate at
16 msec, q = ~v/ll.

FIGURE 10 Traveling time dependence of the growth rate
for In = O.
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monotonically increases with To and saturates for
To;;:::; 3T.

5. DISCUSSION

We consider the effect of the tune spread on the
coherent instability in connection with items 3
and 7. The coherent betatron oscillation com
petes with the phase compensation due to the
tune spread. We expect the instability would be
suppressed by the presence of the tune spread

Llv = TIT",! = 3 x 10- 5 (5-l)

Indeed it was suppressed by an correction oc
tupole field Bill 10 = ± 20 Tlm 2

, which introduces
a momentum-independent tune spread Llv = 2
X 10- 5 in accord with Eq. (5-l). The threshold
beam intensity gives a critical buildup time T"'!c

= 7 msec. This implies that the machine has a
built-in tune spread of the order of 10 - 5, which
is extremely small. On the other hand, the mo
mentum-dependent tune spread is about I x
10- 3

• We should notice, however, that this tune
spread does not contribute to the phase compen
sation. Instead it introduces the chromatic phase
shift given by Eq. (3-1). In other words, this tune
spread is coherently related to the betatron os
cillation and promotes the instability.
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Appendix I

The frequency dependence of the resistance R
in the ladder network of the magnet was obtained;
by measurement of the Q-value of three reso
nance frequencies of the magnet without the
matched resistance. lo The resistance depends
quadratically on the frequency, as shown in Fig.
A-I. Assuming a constant L, we derive a fre
quency dependence D(w) = 1/(1 + [S(w)/wF)I/2
and 6(w) (= arctan Ww)/w]), shown in Fig. A-2.
The frequency region is limited by a cutoff fre
quency. The matched kicker magnet can be re
garded as an infinite series of a symmetric four
part shown in Fig. I. It is a low-pass filter and
the cutoff frequency is given by

W c = 2[(1 - CR 2/4L)ILC]I/2

= 27r x 90 (MHz).

FIGURE A-I
kicker magnet.
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For general purposes, we give here numerical
results of the correlation function Fm(X) of the
growth rate 13m = HFI11 (X) for a lossless obstacle

where X( = W~T) is the chromatic phase shift from
head to tail. For the sin mode, cos mWI Ts cos
mWIT/ should be substituted for sin mWIT\ . sin
mWIT\. Figure A-3 gives the results. The maxi
mum values of F I11 (x) appear close to IX I = (2m
+ Ihr. Figure A-4 shows the To_dependence of
F I11 (X), where we have assumed IjJ(T\/) = exp(
TjTO) with T = 100 msec.

Frequency dependence of D", ~ (w) and e", ~ (w).
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FIGURE A-3 Correlation function F",(X) as a function of
chromatic phase shift X.

FIGURE A-4 Dependence of F",(X) on the damping time of
the wake field.




